Electrokinetic mixing vortices due to electrolyte depletion at microchannel junctions.
Due to electric field leakage across sharp corners, the irrotational character of Ohmic electroosmotic flow is violated. Instead, we demonstrate experimentally and theoretically evidence of electrolyte depletion and vortex separation in electroosmotic flow around a junction between wide and narrow channels. When the penetration length of the electric field exceeds the width of the narrow channel and if the electric field is directed from the narrow to the wide channel, the electromigration of ions diminishes significantly at the junction end of the narrow channel due to this leakage. Concentration depletion then develops at that location to maintain current balance but it also increases the corner zeta potential and the local electroosmotic slip velocity. A back pressure gradient hence appears to maintain flow balance and, at a sufficient magnitude, generates a pair of vortices.